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Weibo

 Weibo is the biggest micro-blogging service in China

 The counterpart of Twitter

 https://weibo.com

 The user, tweet, and topic are three major entities in Weibo.

 Users can generate tweets to express opinions and share experiences.
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Weibo

 Topic is the group of all tweets sharing the 
same #topic name#

 Topic has it own properties, e.g., topic category 
(society, sports, etc.), and topic information

 Topics are ranked according to their popularity in 
the Hot Topic List as shown in the figure

• If we click these topics, we can see the corresponding 
tweets.

category

information
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Weibo

 Tweets are divided into Recommended Tweets and Common Tweets 

 There are usually 3-10 Recommended Tweets for each topic

 Recommended Tweets have a large retweet count

Recommended Tweets Common Tweets
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Weibo

 Users are encouraged to read the representative tweets in the Hot Topic List 
rather than the scattered tweets in their timelines. 

Related tweets Unrelated tweets
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Weibo

 Topic is becoming the core unit to organize tweets and users in Weibo
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Topic is beneficial

 For users

 Know the detailed information more easily

 For advertisers

 Advertisements are more effective for proactive users 

 For Weibo

 Hot topic is the main source of page view (PV)

 The PV of #Running Man# increases from 13.23 to 42.81 billion after Weibo 
introduces the “Super Topic” service last year

 For the Government

 Better regulate public opinions about hot topics
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The problem

To attract more PV and 

to further get the above benefits of topic:

Find out popular tweets and 

make them as the recommended tweets.
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The problem

 Measure the popularity of a tweet by its retweet count.

 A larger retweet count usually means that more users have seen, and will see, 
the corresponding tweet and topic, and that we will further get more benefits 
[15, 25, 27, 28].

 Researchers often use popular level as the synonym of retweet count [12, 14].
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Necessity 1

 It is necessary to find out the popular tweets and put them in the first few 
pages of a topic.

 There are too many tweets in a topic

 Most users only look through the recommended tweets in the first few pages
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Necessity 2

 It is necessary to automate the process of finding out popular tweets

 Currently, the process can only be done manually

 It is easy to miss the most popular tweets 
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Our work

 Topic-specific retweet prediction problem using a ranking perspective

 Predict the retweet count ranking order for all tweets belonging to the same topic

 Recommend the higher-ranked tweets to each topic rather than to each user 

 As far as we know, many researchers have studied retweet prediction 
problem for personalized recommendation, but recommendation for topics 
has not been widely studied.

 This work advances the study of topic-specific retweet prediction problem, which has 
not been well studied like traditional retweet prediction tasks as pointed out by [12, 
13].
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Consideration 1

 How to deal with the large number of tweets

 Hundreds of thousands of new tweets in one minute

 Candidate Tweet Filter

 As we only care about the popular tweets when we do recommendation

 Random forest with a dynamic filtering threshold

• Tree-based methods have better interpretability
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Consideration 2

 How to derive effective features for tweets. There are 
two challenges:
 For a single tweet

• The tweet text is short and text-length is random.

• Researchers have shown that traditional BOW methods and Topic 
Model methods suffer from either sparseness or inefficiency for short 
texts [23].

 For multiple tweets belonging to the same topic
• Most of them share many words in topic-specific setting.

• It is difficult to distinguish them.

 RNN is a better choice to deal with this kind of task
 Summarize sequences with different length.

 Distinguish sequences that have same words but in different 
orders [8].
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Consideration 2

 We propose a LSTM-embedded autoencoder (LSTM-AE) for tweet feature 
generation

 The input is the embedding of each word in the tweet text.

 The output is the reconstruction of the input.

 During training, we try to minimize mean square error between the inputs and outputs.

tweet text “WXYZ”
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Consideration 2

 The insight of this loss function: any different prefixes of the tweet text is a 
possible distinctive feature in our model.

 The hidden state of LSTM can memory the history input information, so the output of 
the encoder can represent the features 𝐹w, 𝐹wx, 𝐹w𝑥𝑦, and 𝐹w𝑥𝑦𝑧 in some extent.

 Based on these features, the decoder tries to reconstruct the inputs.

 A well-trained LSTM-AE can not only distinguish the whole tweet text “WXYZ”, but 
also distinguish any prefixes 𝑤,wx,wxy,wxyz of tweet text “WXYZ”. This is why 
we say “any different prefixes of the tweet text is a possible distinctive feature in our 
model".

tweet text “WXYZ”
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Consideration 2

 The above model is very suitable for topic-specific applications. 

 In contrast, the existing models may not be suitable for this task.

 The most popular encoder-decoder models try to maximize the following log-
likelihood

• Not autoencoder; Need Y for supervision

 RNN-based autoencoder

• Reconstruct the input sequence only based on the final embedding 𝐹𝑊𝑋𝑌𝑍.

• 𝐹𝑊𝑋𝑌𝑍 and 𝐹𝑊𝐴𝑌𝑍 will be too similar to distinguish, especially in the topic-specific applications 
where tweets usually share many similar words.

Dai, Andrew M., and Quoc V. Le. "Semi-
supervised sequence learning.“ NIPS 2015.

𝑭𝒘𝒙𝒚𝒛
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Consideration 3

 How to fully catch the meaning of topics

 In topic-specific setting, it is crucial to understand what the topics really talk about.

 However, Weibo itself can provide little information for topics.

• There are only a few words related to the topic information.

information

information

information
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Consideration 3

 Leverage real-time news information from Toutiao, the most popular news 
recommendation platform in China, to enrich the meaning of topic

 [16, 20] point out that micro-blogging service is more than social network but news 
media

 Over 85% topics are headline news in the real world

 Specifically, we use topic as keyword to search Toutiao, and only the returned news 
headlines are processed

• News titles frame the interpretation of the article content and provide the most important 
information for readers [2, 10]
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Consideration 3

 Denoising autoencoder (DAE) to translate news titles into topic features

 On one hand, DAE can learn embedding features for topics so that both topic features 
and tweet features have a similar semantic space.

 One the other hand, the number of topics is much less than that of tweets, so a 
Gaussian Noise Layer with different noise variances can create more training data for 
topics.
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Framework

 LSTM-AE and DAE can generate features for tweets and topics, respectively.

 As for user features, we can crawl them from user database directly.

 After collecting all of the features about tweets, topics and users, we use 
LambdaMART [5, 7] to learn the desired ranking function.

 Topic-Specific reTweet Ranking (TSTR) framework summarizes our designs
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Data

 5K topics; 200K users; 900K tweets

 The data has been preprocessed to remove the noise: abandon topics which 
have less than 50 tweets and 20 unique users 

 The topic distributions before and after the preprocessing are similar

 the experimental data does not have too many biases to limit the applicability of our 
model at the system level.
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Metrics

 We adopt five ranking metrics for evaluation

 Bigger values represent better results
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Baselines

 V2S: a recently proposed topic-specific model [12, 13]

 The following feature sets and their combinations are used to train ablation models 
 FC, follower count as feature

 UI (User Info), user features as feature

 II (Tweet Info), original tweet embeddings as feature

 TI (Topic Info), original topic embeddings as feature

 II_LSTM, tweet embeddings generated by LSTM-AE as feature

 TI_DAE, topic embeddings generated by DAE as feature
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Results
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(1) Ablation models

 UI: user features is important [6, 9, 17, 22].

 FC: the number of follower is important [6, 14, 15].

 II: due to the topic-specific setting, the results of II are even worse than that of FC. 
The reason is that the tweets are too similar to distinguish in topic-specific setting. 

 UI+II: has better performance than the above because of feature interactions.
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(2) LSTM-AE

 LSTM-AE can generate effective features for short tweets with random-length, even 
though these tweets have similar contents in topic-specific setting

 Most results of UI+II_LSTM are better than that of UI+II

 UI+II_LSTM even performs better than UI+II+TI for metrics such as NDCG

 Improvements are significant at the level of 0.05 in terms of Student`s t-test
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(3) Hypothesis testing

 Real-time topic information (i.e., TI) from Toutiao is able to boost the 
retweet count ranking task indeed.

 All results of UI+II+TI are better than that of UI+II. 

 A few improvements are marginal, but please note that the model is only used to test 
our hypothesis.
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(4) TSTR

 Flexible framework for all metrics

 All the entries are positive

 TSTR improves UI+II_LSTM / UI+II+TI

 The average improvements are bigger than 
6% for all metrics

 T-test is 0.01 (some 0.05)

 DAE can deal with news title text

 LSTM-AE can deal with tweet text

Table 2. The improvements compared to other models.
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(4) TSTR

 The improvements for Spearman’s ρ are 
much smaller than the improvements for 
other metrics

 Spearman’s ρ cares more about all tweets

 Other metrics care more about the popular tweets
• Possible reason: too many unpopular tweets with small retweet 

count, which may have a lot of noise.

• TSTR is suitable for applications caring more about the 
higher ranked tweets, but not the ranking of all tweets. 

• Representative applications are recommendation and hot 
events detection.
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(5) V2S

 V2S performs worse than our TSTR model

 values in the red boxes are positive

 V2S performs better than other ablation models 

 values in the red boxes are smaller than values in the 
blue boxes

 V2S cannot perform well for metrics such as 
P@1, P@3, AP#1 and RR@1 (as pointed out by 
the blue arrows)

 V2S is not suitable for applications caring more about 
the higher ranked tweets, such as recommendation and 
hot events detection.

 Our TSTR model is a better choice as analyzed before.

Table 2. The improvements compared to other models.
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Our work

 A TSTR model is proposed to address the topic-specific retweet count ranking task in 
Weibo. Extensive experiments on real Weibo data show the effectiveness and flexibility 
of TSTR model.

 We leverage real-time news information from Toutiao to enrich the topic information, 
which is a general idea for other applications. A DAE is used to translate news 
information into topic features.

 A LSTM-AE extends traditional RNN-based encoder-decoder models for generating 
tweet features. The insight is that any different prefixes of tweet text is a possible 
distinctive feature!

 The experiments show that TSTR model is suitable for applications (e.g., hot events 
detection, recommendation) caring more about the higher ranked tweets (popular tweets).
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Observations

 User features are more suitable for this topic-specific ranking task than 
tweet features

 Real-time topic information from Toutiao is potential to boost applications 
in Weibo

 TSTR framework is suitable for applications such as recommendation, hot 
events detection. In these applications, we care more about the higher
ranked tweets, but not the ranking of all tweets.
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Further improvements

 How to use historical information and network structure information 
properly in topic-specific setting

 Other novel methods for topic meaning enrichment and other novel models 
for topic feature extraction

 Perhaps, it is worth trying the end-to-end models
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Thank you!


